TIGERSTOP’S FULL RANGE
SOFTWARE SUITE
We offer a variety of complete software solutions to extend the use of your TigerStop as part of a complete lean
manufacturing solution in your overall factory workflow. Our standard software package, which is included with all
TigerStop positioners at no additional cost includes the following functions:
 Set Point

 Pull

 Pre-Set

 Part List Storage

 Offset

 Push Feed

 Move

 Increment

 Pattern

 Jog

STOP
PUSHING
Touch Screen Control and
Work Order Downloading
for your TigerStop.

PLC CONTROL
Direct control of the TigerStop with your PLC or your own customized software with TigerStop’s TigerSET
TigerSET gives users direct control of the TigerStops with their own Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) or custom software
interface. TigerSET is a fully documented application programming interface (API) that can be used to control the TigerStop
in real time as well as get critical information from the TigerStop for reporting and status purposes. A great example of how
TigerSET can be easily used is with a bar code scanner to drive the TigerStop to a particular position or to run a cut list.

PAPER

BETTER YIELD SOLUTIONS

TigerStop’s Clipboard

Improve Material Yields with TigerStop Optimizing Software
TigerStop’s powerful optimization software allows you to optimize in four different ways. You can use either TigerStop’s industrial
controller or a touch screen monitor. Why Optimize? How about 31% less waste! Save material and time using Set Point
Optimizing and Defecting or Push Feed Optimizing (non-defecting).

WORK ORDER DOWNLOADING
Touch Screen Control & Work Order
Downloading with TigerStop Clipboard
With TigerStop’s Clipboard product, you can equip your
TigerStop with an easy to use graphical user interface (GUI).
ClipBoard gives you access to customizable buttons for preset
positions and even cut lists. With Clipboard, you can also
grab cut lists from your network and run them on the TigerStop
directly. This is great for owner/operators who may want full
control of the TigerStop at the work station.
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Work Order Downloading and Scheduling
with TigerStop Workflow Manager Software
From Design to Done. Imagine being able to download all
of the information that your operators need on the shop floor
when they need it! Imagine knowing who is doing what,
how long it took and how much material they used and much
more, all from the comfort of your office. Now you can with
TigerStop’s Workflow Manager software; it works with your
existing software seamlessly to put you in control.
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Clipboard is the visual solution to an age old problem—the “paper chase”. Now, your
operators can put away their paper-crammed clipboards and replace them with our
electronic touch screen interface. Clipboard offers increased data handling power
and speed with a highly visual, real-time view of job progress.
Clipboard gives you a large and colorful touch screen control for your TigerStop. Use
TigerStop’s PC solution with a large touch screen or run with the touch screen PC of
choice. Create up to 6 pages of customizable “hot keys” right on screen that include
go-to dimensions or formulas, fractions, offsets, mathematical calculations or often
used lengths. Use Clipboard to download your work orders from your network too.

Import and Run Work
Orders or Cut Lists

Make Changes to Your
Work Orders On the Fly

Clipboard means you don’t have to
worry about data entry errors. With
Clipboard, operators can load cut
lists or work orders from the network
directly into Clipboard and then run
them on the TigerStop.

Select which piece of the work
order you want to run immediately.
Or, with an optional printer, you
can select which fields you want
to print, and whether to print text
or barcodes for each field; it’s
completely up to you!

Reduce Data Entry Errors
Clipboard means no more jobs lost
and no more checking parts off a
paper list. Operators won’t lose track
of where they are and what cuts
have been checked off the list. You
can even save your work order midstride and resume later right where
you left off.

Increase Yield with Optimizing

Visual Optimizer Puts You in Control

Clipboard also supports true optimization with its Visual
Optimizer system. The Visual Optimizer calculates over
60,000 effective solutions per second. Then, it displays
the optimal solution right on your screen.

If you need to force the longest parts first, no problem—
Visual Optimizer allows you to change the solution on the
fly. And manually replacing an upcoming part with any
other remaining part from your part list can also be done
with a touch of the finger.

